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GENERAL OBJECTIVES. 

o Building knowledge and appreciation of theatre, dramatic literature, and performance 

in their cultural, historical, and interdisciplinary contexts with special proficiency in at 

least one area of theatrical endeavor. 

o Exercising the interdependence of artistic practice and intellectual knowledge. 

o Understanding theatre as a collaborative art form with social impact. 

o Giving the ability to handle a range of analytical, research and practical methodologies 

in critical studies, playwriting, performance, design, and production. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

o Provide concentrated training in the essential technical skills and working vocabularies 

of a specific area of theatre arts in order to enable students to realize their professional 

and artistic goals and to have a significant impact on the global entertainment industries. 

o Hone the ability to read and analyze a dramatic work in terms of the production and/or 

performance needs in the specific area of study. 

o Introduce students to the work of key practitioners and theorists in their specific areas 

of study. 

o Develop the students’ unique voices as artists. 

o Understand marketing needs, career opportunities, and professional challenges in their 

areas of study. 

I- DEFINITION OF DRAMA 

 

Drama is a mode of fictional representation through dialogue and performance. It is one of the 

literary genres, which is an imitation of some action. In simple words, a drama is a composition 

in verse or prose presenting a story in pantomime or dialogue. It contains conflict of characters, 

particularly the ones who perform in front of audience on the stage. The person who writes 

drama for stage directions is known as a “dramatist” or “playwright.” Drama is a type of 

narrative, usually fictional, that is performed. Drama usually involves actors on stage in front 

of a live audience. Thus, as a narrative mode, there is the assumption that drama requires 

participation and collaboration between the actors and the audience. It is, of course, possible to 

read works of drama, yet the full expression of drama is in the context of performance. The 

word drama comes from the Greek δρᾶμα (drama), in which it means “action.” Thus, the 

definition of drama includes the sense of live action occurring. 

 

II- HISTORY OF DRAMA 

Actually, drama, as in plays and the theatre, has changed over time. The word itself comes from 

the Greek word meaning 'action,' and it's with the Greeks and Romans that we start to define 

classical drama. In fact, classical drama was more than just acting out a story. These plays 

were highly symbolic and included music, dance, poetry and audience participation.  As 

Christianity spread, theatre took a religious turn, which opened the door to the morality plays 

of the Medieval Period. In Europe, during the 15th and 16th centuries, morality plays, which 

featured a hero who must overcome evil, were allegorical in nature.  An allegory is a literary 

device where characters or events represent or symbolize other ideas and concepts. In the case 

of the morality plays, the hero represented mankind. The other characters served as 

https://literarydevices.net/dialogue/
https://literarydevices.net/verse/
https://literarydevices.net/prose/
https://literarydevices.net/conflict/
https://literarydevices.net/audience/
http://www.literarydevices.com/narrative/
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personifications of many things, including the seven deadly sins, death, virtues and even angels 

and demons - anything that wanted to take over mankind's soul. In fact, this theme has 

transcended through many dramatic periods. Also, the fact that these plays were performed by 

professional actors makes them a transition between the classical drama and the plays we see 

today.  Of course, today we have drama popping up all over the place. There is drama for what 

we call the theatre, both the stage and at the movies. Staged theatre is acted out live in front of 

an audience. The movie theatre is a different story. This is drama that has been acted out to 

perfection and is presented as a recording to a live audience. The same goes for television, but 

on a smaller screen.  

Drama is one of the first forms of storytelling in human history. Dating back to at least the 5th 

century BC in Ancient Greece, drama became an important part of celebrations for gods and 

competitions were held for the best new work of drama. Drama was popular in many other parts 

of the world as well, especially in the modern-day nations of India, China, and Japan. Drama 

examples have continued to be important in different areas of the world and throughout different 

time periods. One of the primary reasons that drama has continued to have such an important 

place in literature is its unique way of presenting a narrative in real time. Thus, even if the story 

is from Ancient Greece, the audience is confronted with the story in front of them in the modern 

day and should therefore be able to have stronger feelings of catharsis than if reading the text 

as a historical document. 

 

III- TYPES OF DRAMA 

 

Drama has several types among which we can quote: 

 

A- Comedy 

B- Tragedy 

C- Farce 

D- Melodrama 

E- Tragicomedy 

F- Musical drama 

 

IV- EXAMPLES OF DRAMA 

 

EXAMPLE 1: COMEDY: Much Ado About Nothing (By William Shakespeare) 

Much Ado About Nothing is the most frequently performed Shakespearian comedy in modern 

times. The play is romantically funny, in that love between Hero and Claudio is laughable, as 

they never even get a single chance to communicate on-stage until they get married. 

Their relationship lacks development and depth. They end up merely as caricatures, 

exemplifying what people face in life when their relationships are internally weak. Love 

between Benedick and Beatrice is amusing, as initially their communications are very sparky, 

and they hate each other. However, they all of sudden make up, and start loving each other. 

 

EXAMPLE 2: TRAGEDY: Oedipus Rex (By Sophocles) 

http://www.literarydevices.com/catharsis/
https://literarydevices.net/hero/
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Sophocles’ mythical and immortal drama Oedipus Rex is thought to be his best classical 

tragedy. Aristotle has adjudged this play as one of the greatest examples of tragic drama in his 

book, Poetics, by giving the following reasons: 

 The play arouses emotions of pity and fear, and achieves the tragic catharsis. 

 It shows the downfall of an extraordinary man of high rank, Oedipus. 

 The central character suffers due to his tragic error called hamartia; as he murders his 

real father, Laius, and then marries his real mother, Jocasta. 

 Hubris is the cause of Oedipus’ downfall. 

Example 3: FARCE: The Importance of Being Earnest (By Oscar Wilde) 

 

Oscar Wilde’s play, The Importance of Being Earnest, is a very popular example of Victorian 

farce. In this play, a man uses two identities: one as a serious person, Jack (his actual name), 

which he uses for Cesily, his ward, and as a rogue named Ernest for his beloved woman, 

Gwendolyn. 

Unluckily, Gwendolyn loves him partially because she loves the name Ernest. It is when Jack 

and Earnest must come on-stage together for Cesily, then Algernon comes in to play Earnest’ 

role, and his ward immediately falls in love with the other “Ernest.” Thus, two young women 

think that they love the same man – an occurrence that amuses the audience. 

 

 

 

EXAMPLE 4: MELODRAMA: The Heiress (By Henry James) 

The Heiress is based on Henry James’ novel the Washington Square. Directed for stage 

performance by William Wyler, this play shows an ungraceful and homely daughter of a 

domineering and rich doctor. She falls in love with a young man, Morris Townsend, and wishes 

to elope with him, but he leaves her in the lurch. The author creates melodrama towards the 

end, when Catherine teaches a lesson to Morris, and leaves him instead. 

 

EXAMPLE 5: SHAKESPEARE'S The Merchant of Venice is a tragicomedy. The play 

includes tragic elements-Antonio's fleet is lost at sea, so he owes a "pound of flesh" to a Jewish 

money lender. Portia's father dies and she must marry the man who chooses the correct casket 

from among three choices. But, in the end, everything turns out well. The Jewish moneylender 

is tricked (by Portia disguised as a law expert) not to take the pound of flesh, and after all that, 

the fleet is actually discovered to be safe. Portia's former suitor, Bassanio, chooses the correct 

casket. 

EXAMPLE 6: Examples of music drama in a Sentence 

Yet by coincidence, not one but two new music dramas about major 20th-century thinkers — 

two German-Jewish intellectuals who fled the Nazis — have their premieres in Germany this 

season.— New York Times, "Hannah Arendt and Walter Benjamin Don’t Talk. They Sing.," 24 

June 2018 Directed by indie filmmaker Alex Ross Perry, music drama Her Smell stars Elisabeth 

Moss as a punk rock star and frontwoman of a pioneering all-female rock band in the ’90s.— 

https://literarydevices.net/catharsis/
https://literarydevices.net/character/
https://literarydevices.net/hamartia/
https://literarydevices.net/hubris/
https://literarydevices.net/novel/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/24/arts/music/review-opera-walter-benjamin-hannah-arendt.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/24/arts/music/review-opera-walter-benjamin-hannah-arendt.html
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Lauren Valenti, Vogue, "Pretty Little Liars Star Ashley Benson on Body Positivity and Her 

“Racy and Raw” New Movie Role," 24 Aug. 2018  

 

 

V- FUNCTION OF DRAMA 

Drama is one of the best literary forms through which dramatists can directly speak to their 

readers, or the  audience, and they can receive instant feedback of audiences. A few dramatists 

use their characters as a vehicle to convey their thoughts and values, such as poets do with 

personas, and novelists do with narrators. Since drama uses spoken words and dialogues, thus 

language of characters plays a vital role, as it may give clues to their feelings, personalities, 

backgrounds, and change in feelings. In dramas the characters live out a story without any 

comments of the author, providing the audience a direct presentation of characters’ life 

experiences. 

 

VI- ELEMENTS OF DRAMA 

A- Plot 

B- Character 

C- Thought 

D- Diction 

E- Music 

F- Spectacle 

 

VII- THE STYLE OF DRAMA 

And the key word there is 'see.' What makes drama stand out from the other modes of writing, 

like prose and poetry, is the fact that it is meant to be performed, not read. As a result, the form, 

or the way the writing is laid out, is different than that of other forms. Mostly, prose is written 

in the form of sentences and paragraphs. Poetry is written in lines and stanzas. Drama is written 

as dialogue along with stage directions, so the actors know exactly what to say and do while 

they are on stage.  
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